The plastic liver: differentiated cells, stem cells, every cell?
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The liver is capable of full regeneration following several types and rounds of injury, ranging from hepatectomy to toxin-mediated damage. The source of this regenerative capacity has long been a hotly debated topic. The damage response that occurs when hepatocyte proliferation is impaired is thought to be mediated by oval/dedifferentiated progenitor cells, which replenish the hepatocyte and ductal compartments of the liver. Recently, reports have questioned whether these oval/progenitor cells truly serve as the facultative stem cell of the liver following toxin-mediated damage. In this issue of the JCI, Kordes and colleagues use lineage tracing to follow transplanted rat hepatic stellate cells, a resident liver mesenchymal cell population, in hosts that have suffered liver damage. Transplanted stellate cells repopulated the damaged rat liver by contributing to the oval cell response. These data establish yet another cell type of mesenchymal origin as the progenitor for the oval/ductular response in the rat. The lack of uniformity between different damage models, the extent of the injury to the liver parenchyma, and potential species-specific differences might be at the core of the discrepancy between different studies. Taken together, these data imply a considerable degree of plasticity in the liver, whereby several cell types can contribute to regeneration.

A novel player in an old game?
Approximately 80% of liver mass is composed of hepatocytes, which are responsible for the majority of liver-associated functions, including metabolic and detoxification activities. The remainder of the tissue is composed of biliary epithelial cells (BECs) (bile ducts), blood vessels, Kupffer cells, and hepatic stellate cells (HSCs). The liver possesses a remarkable regenerative capacity and can fully recover from multiple rounds of tissue removal (up to 70%). It is accepted and demonstrated for all vertebrates studied that hepatocyte hypertrophy and proliferation are responsible for the liver regeneration that preserves the hepatocyte compartment following partial hepatectomy or toxic damage (Figure 1A). However, during toxin-mediated damage, which impairs hepatocyte proliferation, it is not completely clear how the liver regenerates, and the field has been divided on this issue. The controversy arises from questions in two distinct areas. First, is a facultative liver stem/progenitor cell required to repopulate the liver? Second, what is the cell type that originates such a stem/progenitor cell population? Recent studies in murine models, a system amenable to multiple Cre-based lineage-tracing approaches, show that hepatocytes alone contribute to tissue regeneration, even following toxin-mediated damage (1, 2). These studies are in contrast to previous reports that demonstrated BECs or progenitor cells regenerating the tissue after damage, albeit in minor fractions (~2%–3.2%; refs. 3–5, and reviewed in ref. 6). Interestingly, another recent report indicates that ablation of hepatic progenitor cells and their descendants impairs liver regeneration (7), again questioning the claim that a ductular reaction is not required for liver regeneration (1, 2).

Initial historic studies in rats noted the appearance of a transient, rapidly proliferating cell type that expresses both BEC- and hepatocyte-specific markers as well as the embryonic liver marker α-fetoprotein. These cells were named oval cells or reactive ductal cells, mainly because their appearance is associated with the regenerative process termed the “ductular reaction” (6, 8). [3H]-thymidine–labeling studies provided evidence that this transit-amplifying cell population repopulates the rat liver by generating novel hepatocytes (9, 10). These results are consistent with data obtained in the zebrafish, in which complete depletion of the hepatocyte compartment results in ductal cells activating a progenitor program, resulting in restoration of the lost hepatocytes. Further, ductular reactions have also been identified in virtually all human liver disorders that involve cell loss such as fulminating liver failure (11), suggesting that the process is linked to regeneration of the liver (Figure 1). In this issue, Kordes and colleagues enter this controversial arena and identify the mesenchymal HSC as a potential source of cells for the regenerating rat liver (12).

HSCs: a mesenchymal progenitor source for the liver
HSCs are a liver-resident mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) population that expresses markers of multiple germ layers. Chronic activation of HSCs promotes differenti-
Figure 1. Schematic representation of cell regeneration in the liver after damage. (A) Partial hepatectomy or toxic injury activates hepatocytes and BECs, which are able to regenerate by self-duplication in all vertebrates studied. (B) Liver regeneration in mouse models after toxic injury. Lineage tracing in mice has demonstrated a contribution of both hepatocytes and BECs (at low frequencies) to the generation of progenitor and oval cells after damage (reviewed in ref. 6). (C) The work of Kordes et al. (12) suggests a role for HSCs in the repair process after toxic injury in the rat, joining BECs as a potential source of progenitor cells. Transdifferentiation of hepatocytes into BECs has been observed in the rat after bile duct ligation coupled with biliary toxin methylene diamine (DAPM) pretreatment (27). (D) Activation of BECs to a progenitor state has been observed after toxic injury and 95% hepatocyte loss in the zebrafish liver (20). (E) The human liver can recover from fulminant liver failure that can cause up to 80% hepatocyte loss. A strong ductular reaction is observed, with 30% of the cells expressing markers of BEC and hepatocyte lineages. BECs seem to be involved in the regeneration process; however, it cannot be formally proved whether BECs generate hepatocytes. Further studies are needed to understand whether this process occurs through direct transdifferentiation or generation of a progenitor cell (11).
transplantation into myofibroblasts, which induce fibrogenesis in the injured liver (13, 14). Recent reports have both supported (15) and refuted (1, 16) a role for the mesenchymal HSC population as a facultative liver stem cell. In order to address the contribution of HSCs to liver regeneration, Kordes and colleagues transplanted GFP+ HSCs into rats with liver injury and determined that the transplanted HSCs were a source of both hepatocytes and BECs in the regenerating liver (12). Specifically, the authors transplanted GFP+ HSCs from male rats into female GUNN rat recipients, allowing both GFP expression and the Y chromosome to be used as tracing tools. HSCs were seen to contribute to hepatocytes and bile ducts following partial hepatectomy and administration of 2-acetylaminofluorene or retorsine, both of which are injury models that prevent hepatocyte proliferation and favor ductular reaction (17). Hepatocyte maturity was assessed by rescue of the bilirubin conjugation defect in the GUNN-mutant rat recipients and by the release of albumin and bile acids following in vitro differentiation of HSCs into hepatocytes. In addition, the capacity of HSCs to be retransplanted was tested by taking GFP+ donor cells from host BM and retransplanting them into a second recipient, in which the GFP+ cells were determined to contribute to liver regeneration. Therefore, the study by Kordes et al. indicates that HSCs act as a liver stem cell pool and are capable of contributing to repeated rounds of regeneration (12).

Although cell fusion cannot be completely ruled out as a mechanism of liver regeneration following transplantation, since Kordes and colleagues did not perform female-to-male transplantation, their in vitro data argue that HSCs undergo a mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition (MET) during their differentiation into EpCAM+ cells, as evidenced by expression of ductal cell and hepatocyte markers. In addition, using super-resolution microscopy, Kordes and colleagues noted the presence of GFP+ cells with epithelial characteristics during ductular reaction and that the HSC marker desmin was present in scattered keratin-19+ oval cells undergoing ductular reactions. In this model, the activated HSCs would downregulate mesenchymal markers and upregulate biliary epithelial markers, such as keratin-19, before contributing to ductular reactions as part of the oval cell population. Thus, Kordes et al. elegantly connect the seemingly contradictory previous reports, which either supported or refuted a role of HSCs in liver regeneration (12).

Despite the apparent demonstration that HSCs contribute to liver regeneration, several questions remain. Since HSCs are resident in the liver, do they participate in homeostatic turnover? And upon liver damage, do HSCs contribute to regeneration or do they do so only when transplanted? Given the systemic nature of the transplantation used in this report, it is reasonable to question the relative contribution of each of these cell populations to the regenerating liver. Further studies will be required to elucidate in vivo, in rat models of impaired hepatocyte proliferation, whether resident HSCs also contribute to regeneration of the tissue. In this regard, it is interesting to note that the isolated MSCs used by Kordes and colleagues for in vitro differentiation had the capacity to undergo MET and differentiate into functional hepatocytes. If the ability to undergo MET is a general property of MSCs, then we again return to the question of the relative contribution of resident HSCs and other MSC pools to liver regeneration.

Interestingly, Kordes et al. observed that the proportion of cells engrafted following transplantation was dependent on the injury model used, suggesting that different progenitor sources drive regeneration in response to various types of injury, a theory consistent with other reports (7, 18). If this is the case, it will be important to define the signals that activate each progenitor type in response to a specific injury. A better knowledge of the signals that activate different progenitor cell populations may be useful for the treatment of chronic liver injuries, in which the long-term activation of HSCs is known to promote fibrogenesis and downregulation of HSC activity is desirable (14).

Liver plasticity, a unifying theory?

The lack of uniformity between different damage models, the extent of the damage to the liver parenchyma, and potential species-specific differences lie at the heart of the controversy. It is noteworthy that data from several species, including rodents (reviewed in ref. 19), zebrafish (20), and humans (11), are all consistent with a contribution to regeneration from ductular reactions; however, questions remain about the cell source and how much a given cell type contributes to regeneration rather than about the regeneration process as a whole.

One way to reconcile the data provided by Kordes and colleagues with other reports could be to view the liver as a highly plastic organ. If we consider that the damaged liver has plasticity with regard to the cell of origin for regeneration, then depending on the extent and type of damage, several cell types could act as progenitor populations to mediate ductular reactions; therefore, a different interpretation of the many conflicting reports becomes possible. A process that is capable of drawing on several cell populations for organ regeneration is not without precedent. In the intestine, the crypt basal columnar (CBC) cell is the cell type responsible for organ homeostasis. This cell population was described by Leblond (21) and confirmed as a bona fide stem cell in the gut by elegant lineage-tracing studies (22). Although the CBC cell is the workhorse of intestinal proliferation under normal conditions, ablation of the CBC cell compartment results in several other cell populations, including, but probably not limited to, secretory precursors (23), label-retaining cells (24), and +4 cells (25), activating a facultative stem cell program to maintain organ function. It would appear that this plasticity is not just a function of endoderm-derived organs, as similar mechanisms that result in use of more than one stem cell pool exist in the skin (26).

It seems reasonable to speculate that the ability to draw upon several “back-up” cell sources to maintain organ function following damage would be a favorable evolutionary strategy. The ability of multiple cell sources to provide regenerative capacity would allow flexibility against several forms of injury, especially injuries that might ablate specific cell pools but leave others intact. Viewed in terms of facultative progenitor cell plasticity, previous reports would suggest that the liver is a highly plastic organ and able to draw upon varying cell sources for regeneration, depending on the type and extent of the damage. We can now add the study by Kordes et al. (12), which demonstrates that a mesenchymal cell source contributes...
to the regenerating liver during ductular reactions, to the growing list of studies that support plasticity in the liver.
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